
Equapolis: My Ideal City  
Mis s ion S ta tement 

 Cities are places where people from different backgrounds have come to seek a better life, 
innovate,  exchange their unique ideas and outlooks, advance the social consciousness, and 
thrive. This facilitation of human flourishing, exchange, and progress has  always been the most 
magical aspect of Cities to me. My Ideal City is one that continues this tradition of diversity, and 
progress, while tackling the issues of our time, notably creating sustainability, and equity.  

Background  
 Today, we are at a critical intersection of demographic trends, and environmental changes. 
This reality will create large problems that people all around the world will have to grapple with; 
these challenges will also be an opportunity to lay the groundwork for a better future. In the coming 
decades, the population of certain regions, mostly in the global south, will skyrocket, with Nigeria 
for example expected to almost quadruple in size. These regions, such as Sub -Saharan Africa, 
and South Asia also tend to be developing economica lly, a trend that is linked to increased 
urbanization. For this reason, experts predict large-scale urbanization in these regions, as more 
people are born, and more of those people move to urban areas. This demographic trend will be 
compounded by climate c hange, as many of the fastest growing areas of the world are also the 
most susceptible to climate disaster. This will create an increasing number of climate refugees, as 
areas that are already growing will see less available resources. Most of these refugees, who tend 
to be disproportionately rural, will add to the existing rapid urbanization in their home regions, but 
many will also be moving to richer parts of the world, such as Europe, North America, and East 
Asia, where in many cases the population is a ging, and in need for young workers. Other rich 
nations will actually lose population, with China expected to shrink by half according to some 
estimates, and will have to consolidate communities to prevent infrastructural redundancy which 
will burden a shrinking tax base, and to prevent increased loneliness in shrinking towns. 
 



-The important takeaway is that some cities will grow, some will 
shrink, and large numbers of people will be moving to unfamiliar 
environments for economic or climate security.- The future city will 
be more diverse, and subject to more climate related risks. To ensure 
that Cities continue to function as the space for human flourishing I 
believe should be, we must design them with Equity in mind, being 
conscious of the mixing pot of different peoples they will be, while 
focusing heavily on sustainability, so that we can provide citizens 
with secure lives while preventing the further degradation of the 
environment.-  

 Goa ls  
 My ideal city would tackle these challenges head on, providing a sustainable and equitable 
environment to people from across the globe that provides the economic opportunities, and rich 
culture that makes cities great. To achieve this, Equapolis, my ideal city has a list of goals based 
on the 4 pillars  of Opportunity, Humanity (culture), Equity, and Sus tainability: 

● Site  specific climate res ilience  
● Ecologically sus tainable  growth  
● Net zero emitter  
● Pos itive impact on the ecosys tem 
● Economic opportunity regardles s  of wealth or skill  
● Cultural integration and recognition within the larger city  
● Equitable  dis tribution of political power among communities   
● Climate s ecurity for every res ident  
● Equal acces s  to resources  
● Cutting edge technological innovation 

These  goals  will be achieved via  two main techniques , effective urban des ign, effective local 
government. 

Urban Des ign 

Equiblocks  
 If my city is  to accommodate the  large number of people  moving to urban areas  in the 
future , it will need to be  eas ily s caled, and descaled when neces sary. To accomplish this , the city 
will be composed of s emi-self-sufficent modular neighborhoods  called Equiblocks 1. The 
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Equiblocks will be designed with several key ideas from existing urban design practice, while also 
incorporating original e lements  to help achieve the lofty goals  of the city.  Each Equiblock will follow 
the ‘15 minute  city principle’ which s ta tes  that every citizen should be no more than a  15-minute  
walk/bike away from all of their everyday needs , which include hous ing, employment, re tail, 
recreation, and transportation. Walking and cycling will also be incentivized by smaller-s cale 
des ign features , notably rais ed intersections , Auto-luw s treets , road width, and dedicated 
walk/cycle  path networks 2. By implementing these des ign techniques  alongs ide ‘15 minute  city’ 
model, which allows  most trips  to be made by walking or biking, and by de-prioritizing automobiles  
with carbon taxes  the Equiblock will insentis e pedes trianism, which will reduce the city’s  
greenhouse gas  emis s ions . Increas ing walking and cycling will a lso have a  social benefit, as  
neighbors  will be more likely to run into each other on the s idewalk, therefore interacting more, and 
building the community. Having economic opportunities  and daily neces s ities  will also help 
Equapolis  achieve its  goal of equity. In many car-centric American cities  lower-income individuals  
who cannot afford cars  mis s  out on opportunities  such as  job interviews , or bank appointments  as  
they are  s imply not able  to get there . By making such resources  within walking dis tance of each 
citizen Equapolis  will ensure that owning a  car is  not a  barrier to succes s .  

Zoning  
 Another major part of Equapolis ’ urban des ign s trategy is  its  progres s ive zoning code, 
which will prioritize  economic and environmental sus tainability, and community building. One of 
the pillars  of the city’s  zoning code will be an emphas is  on mixed use zoning. This  kind of zoning, 
which allows  for s everal uses , mos t often res identia l and commercial, in one building promotes  
dens ity by allowing more in a  smaller space. Such dens ity will have several pos itive impacts , such 
as  lower hous ing cos ts  by increas ing supply and resource efficiency3, les s  of an ecological impact 
by reducing the amount of space taken away from natural habita ts , and increased walk ability by 
putting daily needs  near people 's  homes . While  the mos t common type of mixed use buildings  tend 
to be larger apartments  with s torefronts  on the bottom floor, Equapolis  will a lso encourage to 
special types  of mixed use arrangements  which will provide more economic opportunities  to 
individual citizens , Front yard bus ines ses , and live-work arrangements 4.  

Ecologica l Sus ta inability  
 As  previous ly mentioned many people  will move to cities  fleeing climate disas ters  such as  
flooding, drought, fire , e tc. Equapolis  will be able  to quickly expand to accommodate climate 
refugees  from across  the world, while  growing in a way that does  not increase the city’s  risk of its elf 
experiencing climate related problems , and while  minimizing the effects  on ecology of its  
surroundings . The primary tool that will be used is  materiality, or what materia ls  are  used to build 
the city. The city will a im to minimize the use of s teel and concrete . Both of these materials  create 
large CO2 emis s ions  in their making, and are  therefore not inline with equapolis es  sus tainability 
principles . Concrete , and closely related asphalt, tend to produce large amounts  of impermeable 
surface 5, which leads  to increased flood risk, and a  worsening of the urban heat is land effect. In the 
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city, 90% of a building will have to be made out of a low carbon, renewable material. The two most 
preferential materials  will be adobe and hay, as  they do not add to defores tation as  improper wood 
harves ting often can, are cheap, and therefore will lower the cos t of cons truction, and are  good 
insulators , reducing the electricity demands  for heating and cooling6. To reduce the use of 
concrete  and s teel in s treets  and s idewalks , Equapolis  will encourage the use of gravel, wood, 
blocks , or gras sy paths  over traditional concrete  and asphalt s treets . All of these renewable 
materia ls  a lso have another benefit, they all are  biodegradable , a llowing for managed retreat”” as  
demographic trends  lead to population shrinkage. To reduce the risk of flooding, which is  the mos t 
common climate hazard in the world, Equapolis  will utilize  bioswales  and flood easement areas  
ins tead of traditional channelization7.  Equapolis  will a lso s trive to minimize its  negative impact on 
the ecosys tem. As  the city expands  and new Equblocks  are  built, the city will require  that a  piece 
of land at leas t half the s ide of the cons truction s ite  be s et as ide for habita t preservation. For 
animals  with larger ranges , and for the biodivers ity of plants , small pockets  of ecosys tem 
separated from each other are  not very useful, so individual pockets  of their ecosys tem will be 
linked throughout the urban environment us ing wildlife  cross ings  to connect habita ts  into a 
continuous  sys tem. Connecting the human part of the city will a lso be done in a  green way. Each 
Equblock will be connected to the wider city through light ra il, which is  more affordable  and 
maneuverable  than heavy rail, and more energy efficient than buses . The las t mile  problem, where 
people  s truggle  to find connection for the neares t trans it s top to their final des tination, will be solved 
by placing the light ra il s top at the center of each Equblock, ensuring that it is  no more than a  15 
minute  walk away from anywhere in the city. For long haul journeys , citizens  will be able  to take the 
light ra il to a  multimodal central s ta tion, where they will be able  to acces s  affordable  intercity tra ins , 
or e lectric car rentals . 

Rights  of Citizens  
 For Equapolis  to provide all citizens  with an opportunity to thrive it will a im to ensure that 
each person has  acces s  to education, economic opportunity, healthcare, political voice, and green 
space. Acces s  to many of these resources  will be found in the central plaza of each Equblock. This  
plaza will act as  a  centralized area for citizens  to find said resources , containing different 
ins titutions  and facilities . Firs t of which will be the integrated high school and community college, 
which will help give s tudents  more educational opportunities  earlier. For adults , the public library 
will contain a  collection made largely of online clas ses  that citizens  can access , so that anyone can 
get ahead at any age. Each Equblock will a lso contain a  s tartup incubator, containing networking 
resources , technology, and space for citizens  of a ll economic backgrounds  to s tart their own 
enterpris e  and improve their outlooks , and their community. In addition to the aforementioned 
network of ecological preserves , there  will a lso be a  network of human centered green belts  which 
will provide recreation and an alternative form of connecting the city8. On the political s ide, each 
Equblock will have its  own community center. Each block, which is  des igned to contain the s ame 
population, will have an elected representative who will represent the neighborhood on the city 
council. The representatives  office  will be located in the community center, so that every citizen 
has  easy acces s  to a  person in political power to voice their concerns . This  community center will 
a lso collect a  special tax on expens ive developments  to rais e  money for a  community projects  
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fund, with which people from the community can organize to propose an idea to use the money to 
execute  a  project such as  creating a  community garden, or improving a  specific s idewalk. Each 
Equiblock will a lso contain a  unique cultural center, such as  a  theater, sports  venue, or museum, 
which will give citizens  of that block a  s ense of community pride, and dis tinguish the block from 
others  in the city, a ttracting tourism.  
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